
AUSTRALIAN MADE FURNITURE



SKUPA> is a proudly Australian designed and 
made furniture company, dedicated to the craft 
of timber. We take our name from the Croatian 
word together, using this as inspiration to create 
pieces around which to gather. 

Whether sharing a meal at the Breadstick Table, 
or pausing for rest on the San Daybed, our 
carefully curated collection sits at the core of 
everyday life.

 

We acknowledge the Darug and Gadigal people of the Eora Nation as the traditional custodians of the land on which we design, make, work and live.

Focused on craftsmanship, our designs celebrate 
materiality and form. We draw on local and global 
influences to translate everyday items into 
treasured classics. 

Our pieces are made to grow with you 
through life.

3SKUPA>WELCOME



Named in honour of the traditional ‘breaking of bread’, 
this collection sits at the heart of the SKUPA> range. 
Its refined design invites communion and collaboration, 
whether situated in the home or workplace.  

 

Uniform, cylindrical legs support solid timber table tops 
and benches, a seemingly delicate balance, proving 
durable and strong. 

Each item has been carefully selected to answer the 
needs of your life. These are the pieces you will come 
back to again and again.

THE  THE  
BREADSTICK  BREADSTICK  
COLLECTIONCOLLECTION
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6 SKUPA> BREADSTICK TABLE

OAK > 280

WALNUT > 230

Breadstick 230  1000w x 2300d x 740h 
Breadstick 280  1000w x 2800d x 740h

The refined simplicity of the Table invites communion along its lengthened 
top. Available in two sizes to suit all spaces and occasions, this table will take 
you through the many stages of life, destined to become a treasured piece.

BREADSTICK TABLEBREADSTICK TABLE
> 230 > 230 
> 280> 280
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OAK > 150

 
OAK > 150

 
WALNUT > 150

1500d x 740h

Able to effortlessly accommodate six chairs, this Table’s round shape  
encourages connection and collaboration. The top is crafted from multiple  
timber laminations combined to enhance the beauty of the wood.

BREADSTICK TABLE BREADSTICK TABLE 
> 150> 150
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Breadstick Bench 375w x 1250d x 450h
Gallery Bench  500w x 2400d x 450h

Versatility lies at the heart of the Bench, an evolution of Skupa’s unique leg  
design, ready to fit into a variety of scenes. Sturdy and reliable, it’s a timeless 
classic, perfectly complementing our Breadstick tables, or happily placed on  
its own.

A true piece of contemplative furniture, the Benches invite us to stay a while.  
This seat offers a chance to stop, engage, and repose; a nurturing experience 
affording the luxury of time, thought and dialogue. An elegant timber companion 
to any table, artwork, or space.

BREADSTICK BENCHBREADSTICK BENCH
> BREADSTICK BENCH> BREADSTICK BENCH

> BREADSTICK GALLERY BENCH> BREADSTICK GALLERY BENCH

 
WALNUT > GALLERY

 
WALNUT > SMALL
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300d x 450h

Imbuing technical craftsmanship into the SKUPA> range, the Screw Bowl, is 
a sculptural statement piece, designed to articulate intricate timber detailing. 
Able to wind in and out, this striking accessory is an expression of art through 
materiality, celebrating curve and contour through its strong silhouette.

VIJAK BOWLVIJAK BOWL

750w x 1500d x 740h

A place to spend time, the Desk’s shape and size is considered to support 
work and play. The single drawer, aligned flush to the desktop, celebrates 
detail and functionality, an exercise in the restraint of simplicity. 

BREADSTICK DESKBREADSTICK DESK
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WALNUT

 
WALNUT



4

100d x 100/150/200h

In our commitment to sustainability and reducing waste, we have developed 
the Vatra Candle Holders.  

Designed to utilise every last piece of timber from our Breadstick collection, the 
Vatra Candle Holders extend the iconic design for an edited nod in an elegant 
accessory. Continuing our tradition of together, this simple, classic trio, sold  
as a set, opens time for pause, reflection, and communion. 

VATRA CANDLE HOLDERSVATRA CANDLE HOLDERS
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WALNUT



Round  1000d x 300h
Square  900w x 900d x 300h

OAK > ROUND

A perfect gathering piece, the Coffee Table offers two iconic shapes  
to complement its setting. A key furniture piece celebrating materiality  
and function.  

BREADSTICK COFFEE TABLE BREADSTICK COFFEE TABLE 
> ROUND  > ROUND  

> SQUARE> SQUARE

WALNUT > SQUAREWALNUT > SQUARE
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Small  480w x 400d x 480h
Large  600w x 500d x 535h

Developed in two sizes to suit a variety of spatial requirements, the Bedside offers 
the unique Breadstick design in a condensed form. Continuing to celebrate the 
solid cylindrical timber legs, the piece is balanced out by a beautifully integrated 
solid timber drawer, offering an elegant, practical bedroom solution.

BREADSTICK BEDSIDEBREADSTICK BEDSIDE
> SMALL> SMALL
> LARGE> LARGE

WALNUT > SMALL

OAK > SMALL
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WALNUT > LARGE
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2100w x 400d x 800h

The Console celebrates verticality and elegance, offering a statement  
piece for the home or workplace. Complimenting space with elongation 
and height, this luxurious furniture item becomes unexpectedly essential.

BREADSTICK CONSOLEBREADSTICK CONSOLE

WALNUT 

WALNUT 

OAK 
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4 SKUPA> COFFEE TABLE > SQUARE

2130w x 810d x 270h

From the Croatian word for dream, the San Daybed, combines geometry 
and ingenuity, cleverly assembled in a woven tapestry of intersecting 
timber pieces. Available with removable upholstered cushions in linen or 
leather, this versatile piece is at home in formal or casual spaces.

SAN DAYBEDSAN DAYBED

 
BLACK > LINEN

 
OAK > LEATHER

 
OAK > LINEN
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SKUPA>MAJKE SHELVING / ROOM DIVIDER

2000w x 375d x 2700

Meaning mother in Croatian, the Majke shelving can serve as a room divider,  
library, or elegant object display. With height flexibility, this hero piece 
holds a space together, providing a striking ceiling to floor solution.  

The Stap Bookcase uses a uniform grid to play with geometry and shape,  
utilising its clever stacking system for a customisable storage solution.  
Its vertical, sliding bookend system highlights linear design, an ode to its  
Croatian name meaning stick. Freestanding for practicality and usability.

870w x 450d x 870h

MAJKE SHELVING/MAJKE SHELVING/
ROOM DIVIDERROOM DIVIDER

STAP BOOKCASESTAP BOOKCASE
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OAK

 
OAK



Workshop
10 Lagana Place,  
Wetherill Park NSW 2164
T + 61 2 8217 0784

Office
Paramount House, Upper Ground,  
55 Brisbane Street Surry Hills NSW 2010
T +61 2 8217 0700

Australian Made
ISO9001Quality Management System
ISO14001 - Environmental Management System
PEFC Forest Certification Furntech - AFRDI Member  
(Australasian Furnishing Research and Development Institute)
Advanced Manufacturing Growth Centre Membership

skupa.com.au

375d x 450h

Croatian for spool, this stool is inspired by the empty spool of a sewing  
machine, playing with a flexible, mirrored design, that allows the seat to  
be used either side up. Strong and durable, this solid timber stool offers  
optional use as a seat or side table.

SPULA STOOLSPULA STOOL

Synonymous with design and craftsmanship, Boris’ 
great passion for timber is deeply embedded in SKUPA>. 
Boris dedicated his life to bringing the imagined to life 
with care, craft, and a commitment to excellence. 

‘While I was renovating my house there were certain 
pieces of furniture that I just couldn’t find and so I 
decided to make them myself. I’m a maker and I really 
like the process of teasing out solutions and making 
things possible’. This was where SKUPA> took form. 

As an avid collector of design, Boris wanted to  
collaborate with some of the talent he had met over 
the years, hence the evolution of SKUPA> - meaning  
‘together’ in Tosic’s native Croatian. He likened the 
collaboration process as ‘an open discussion with 
friends’ and established a new evolution in Australian 
furniture manufacture and design, creating hero pieces 
from the approach of the bespoke. 

Combining his Croatian heritage with his Australian 
home and family, Boris’ great love of design is embedded 
in every detail of the SKUPA> range. 

Boris TosicBoris Tosic
1965 - 20231965 - 2023

American Oak

Red Lacquer 
Open Grain

American Walnut

Black Lacquer 
Open Grain
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OAK & BLACK
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